
TECHNICAL DATA

Dimensions

Overall Length  83cm

(with backrest in 

reclined position)

Overall Width 70cm

(seat incl. side flaps) 

Seat Width 35cm                 

Seat Depth 42cm

Sitting Height 6 - 48cm

Backrest Height 64cm

Backrest Width 32 - 36cm

Baseplate Width 31cm 

Baseplate Length 56cm

Weights

Product Weight  9.3kg

(excl.hand control)

Weight Capacity 140kg

Product Data

Product Codes:

475100312 

(with classic blue cover)

475150312

(with comfort blue cover)

The ultra-modern bath lift takes the Bellavita away from an austere and 
clinical look and is more in keeping with today‘s requirements. 
Developed with the help of Nursing Professionals, it includes several 
excellent new features.
Reaching record seat heights of 48cm maximum / 6cm minimum and only 
weighing 9.3kg the Bellavita is the lowest, lightest bath lifter available. In 
addition the Bellavita backrest reclines to a market leading 50° for ultimate 
relaxation and comfort.
At the touch of a button the user is gently lowered to the bottom of the bath 
for bathing and in turn gently raised to the top for exiting the bath safely.

PRODUCT FEATURES
 Backrest reclines to a market leading 50° for added relaxation and 
 comfort
 Front cut out in seat for improved personal hygiene
 Can be used with or without covers; covers can be easily removed and 

fitted  
 Washable hygienic covers available in white or blue
 Low bath position allowing improved water immersion
 Record seat height enabling easy and safe transfer in and out of the bath
 Lightweight for easier moving and handling
 Lightweight, fully waterproof and floatable hand control with light and 

touch buttons is easily operated
 LOLER 1998 Approved
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Additional headrest
(410200312)

Swifel and Transfer Aide
(412100200)

lowest position at 6 cm fully waterproof 
hand control

Classic Cover Set (460800312)
Comfort Cover Set (460900312)

Selection of Bellavita Accessories


